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Abstract. Automatic recognition of human motions has an increasing demand in the
recent visionary world. However, with the registration of large number of motions from
varying viewpoints, the necessity for an effective motion database for recognition has be-
come a vital issue. In the context of motion database development, this paper proposes a
directional database organization for human motion recognition. This organization parti-
tions the motion database into several sub-databases on the basis of camera orientation.
Separate feature spaces are constructed, and correspondingly directional sub-databases
are built, leading to the constitution of the complete motion database. The directionally
similar but semantically different motions are properly distinguished. To show the ro-
bustness of the proposed organization for recognizing human motions, a set of motions
captured from varying viewpoints is analyzed. An eigenspace representation is employed
as a generic feature space that sufficiently characterizes the motion features. Motion His-
tory Image (MHI) and Exclusive-OR (XOR) image representations are used as motion
templates where MHI is found performing better than XOR image. The experimental re-
sults show high-level of satisfactory performance and claim the significant improvement
over earlier developed systems.
Keywords: Directional database organization, Eigenspace, Motion history image,
Exclusive-OR image, Camera orientation

1. Introduction. In recent years, with the increasing interest in the field of computer
vision and image processing, the development of an efficient human motion recognition
system has become an indispensible part of the intelligent systems and Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) systems. Developing a reliable intelligent system that is capable of
manifesting what a human is performing in a scene is very much challenging task. This
sort of system has wide variety of applications, especially in surveillance, virtual and aug-
mented reality, animation, intelligent robots, diagnostics of orthopedic patients in clinics
and hospitals, supporting aged people in rehabilitation centers, performance evaluation
and training of the athletes in sports, and so on. Due to diverse applications for such
systems, it requires robustness as well as accuracy. Moreover, the system is subjected to
be in use in real-time; this urges for relatively fast response of the system. This attribute
constrains on the system development that the system should have the capability of high-
speed recognition. Therefore, having a number of aspects for the recognition system,
the literature related to the problem of recovering and recognizing human motions in a
scene is intensive [1-7]. However, we focus on the methods addressing the specific prob-
lem of recognizing human motions from image sequences without using markers, tracking
devices, or special body suits. Based on whether or not a priori knowledge about the ob-
ject’s shape is required, the methods for human motion analysis can be classified broadly
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into two categories: model-based and appearance-based approaches [10,11]. However,
other forms of categories are also available [12]. Both the approaches have their own
advantages and disadvantages. Appearance-based approaches are applicable to diverse
situations, since they do not require a specific object model. Those methods are sen-
sitive to noise in general, because they lack any mechanism to distinguish noise from
signal in visual input. Appearance-based approaches build a body representation in a
bottom-up fashion by first detecting appropriate features in an image, whereas model-
based approaches build the body representation by fitting to the image data using some
predefined parameter values of the parametric body model [8,9]. In practice, motion-
specific representation composed of adequate features to represent each motion uniquely
is enough to accomplish the task of recognition. Therefore, advanced image processing
techniques are being comprehensively investigated in search of effective representation of
a motion. Standard techniques for the motion representation include the ones based on
Motion History Image (MHI) and its variants [4,11,13,14]. Motion history-based repre-
sentations include not only the movement of a body itself but also the change of position
of a person in a scene. However, object’s silhouette information alone can be used as
an input for a recognition system. Wang and Suter [5] used silhouettes as the input to
their recognition system. Elgammal and Lee [6] also used silhouettes without motion
history. Moreover, another motion recognition approach was also proposed which consid-
ered multi-view motion representation and recognition [18]. In this approach, the motion
postures are iteratively transformed into a single eXclusive-OR (XOR) template image
for the task of registration and recognition.
However, in order to deal with the high dimensional complex information extracted

from human motion, it is necessary to find reduced representation of the motion while
maintaining sufficient discriminating data for performing the recognition. To accomplish
these goals, existing researches have used simple data reduction techniques such as Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) [4], Eigenspace technique [19] and Locality Preserving
Projections (LPP) [5,15]. Moreover, a statistical matching method using Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) that allows for a principled probabilistic modeling of the temporal se-
quential information is also adopted in various works [6,22]. An alternative approach
for matching the data sequences using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is also employed
in recent works [2,21]. The recognition methods mentioned in the aforesaid literature
commonly use single or frontal cameras to capture motions in the case of view-based
motion analysis. However, an intelligent system may have the flexibility of orientation-
independent recognition. Therefore, it is necessary to handle the orientation-specific data
in an effective way.
In this paper, we propose a human motion recognition approach capable of distinguish-

ing the orientation-specific motions effectively by means of a structured data organization.
The novelty of the proposed approach lies in improving the precision and robustness of
the recognition by making use of the directional organization of the motion database (re-
ferred to as “directional motion sub-database”) corresponding to the varying viewpoints
and the nearest index searching strategy with the database. The directional candidates
obtained from the directional motion sub-databases play an effective role to find the sim-
ilar motions. Unlike earlier researches, we have proposed an adoption of multi-viewpoint
concept without integrating the orientation-wise information, and thus reducing the load
of detailed analysis.

2. Motion Representation. View-based motion representation is the demonstration of
change in brightness values within the consecutive motion frames. Due to the diversity in
applications, different motion representation approaches have been adopted since many
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years. Among those, the representation adopted in [14], known as Motion History Image,
is an effective motion representation that can trace the spatial and temporal information
within each motion. Besides, the exclusive-OR representation proposed in [18] performs
well in several motion recognition applications. We shall describe our proposed system
using these two well-recognized representation techniques and perform experiments to
show the efficiency and compatibility between these two techniques.

2.1. Motion history image (MHI). Motion History Image is a view-specific represen-
tation of movement, where movement is defined as motion over time. MHI, as the name
implies, keeps track of the motion history, i.e., representing how the motion is moving
along a certain period of time. This is very famous and well-established motion represen-
tation strategy since many years. This is represented as a frame-based temporal template
for human motion. In generating MHI, the temporal information is specified by the pixel
intensity. Let Hτ (x, y, t) be the pixel intensity function of the temporal history of motion
at a particular point (x, y) on an image. The function is represented as shown in (1).

Hτ (x, y, t) =

{
τ if D(x, y, t) = 1
max(0, H(x, y, t− 1)− 1) Otherwise

(1)

Here, D(x, y, t) is a difference image in a binarized form constructed from successive frame
difference. The function Hτ (x, y, t) returns a scalar value. According to the function, the
more recently moving pixels are brighter than the past moving pixels in the generated
MHI. In (1), τ is taken as the temporal extent which is critical to define. But for the
flexibility of the value of τ , it can be taken as the maximum gray level pixel value (255)
or the maximum number of frames defining a motion. An example of a MHI is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Carry-up motion and a corresponding MHI: Top row contains
key frames and the bottom row is the process of creating a MHI starting
from frame 1

2.2. Exclusive-OR (XOR) image. The exclusive-OR representation is generated by
simple logical operation within successive motion frames. The concept of this representa-
tion was originally proposed by J. K. Tan [18] where the compressed XOR motion images
formed an effective motion database. It is a cumulative exclusive-OR form of the motion
frame representing the motion features by a single motion template. Each motion frame
is binarized by using a fixed thresholding (e.g., threshold value = 20) function. Referring
to (2), it is applied to every binarized frame within the motion frame set for constructing
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the XOR motion template.

Um,h
c (2) = fm,h

c (1) XOR fm,h
c (2)

Um,h
c (r) = Um,h

c (r − 1) XOR fm,h
c (r) r = 3, 4, · · ·, R

Um,h
c ≡ Um,h

c (R)
(2)

In (2), the XOR image of motion m of person h obtained from camera c is denoted
by Um,h

c (r), whereas f , U denote binarized motion frame and XOR frame, respectively.
Hence, forM distinct motions ofH persons each motion having Rframes from Ccamera di-
rections generate a motion database of MHC XOR images. This is clearly an appearance-
based motion representation method representing one template image corresponding to
a single motion. This method is capable of eliminating the effect of background or sta-
tionary things in a scene. Only the moving portion in the scene is taken into account by
using the logical XOR operation. An example of the generation of XOR representation is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Carry-up motion and a corresponding XOR image: Top row
contains key frames and the bottom row is the process of making an
Exclusive-OR image starting from frame 1

3. Construction of Directional Feature Spaces. A feature is a salient attribute for
characterizing a motion and determining the similarity of it among a number of training
motions [19]. The eigenvectors corresponding to the prominent eigenvalues serve this
purpose by constructing an eigenspace of projected motion data. An eigenspace is a high-
dimensional feature space that represents the proximity among the set of data. It is a
modified form of Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) that is used to derive relationship
among different random variables. In practice, a large set of learning motions is required
to be projected onto the eigenspace by finding prominent eigenvectors. For each motion
image (MHI or XOR image) Im (m = 1, 2, · · ·,M), an image matrix is defined and the
brightness is also normalized to minimize its effect. A data matrix X is obtained by
subtracting the average image c from each motion image set as follows,

X = (x1 − c,x2 − c, · · ·,xM − c) (3)

where c =
1

M

M∑
m=1

xm.

The image matrix X has the order N × M , where M is the total number of motion
images, and N is the total number of pixels in each image. To compute eigenvectors of
the motion image set, a covariance matrix Q is defined as:

Q = XXT (4)
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The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are calculated from the N × N co-
variance matrix Q by solving the eigenvalue problem. Among N eigenvectors, k most
prominent eigenvectors are chosen using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to create
an eigenspace ES consisting of the training motions [20]. For each camera viewpoint,
separate eigenspaces are created, which we call directional eigenspaces, by projecting cor-
responding motions onto those using (5). Equal number of sub-databases are also built
and maintained. Each sub-database returns a single candidate motion for a motion
query. Moreover, a global eigenspace containing all the learning motions is also built and
maintained to decide the most similar one among several candidate motions. The global
eigenspace is constructed in a similar fashion as directional eigenspaces.

gm = (e1, e2, · · ·, ek)
T(xm − c) (5)

4. Development of a Motion Database. A database, solely, relies upon the organi-
zation of data within the computer memory. The most common database organization is
linear, i.e., the data arranged in the order of its input. At the time of query, the database
performs sequential blind searching among the data. In order to overcome the problem
of sequentiality in the query, many researchers have been comprehensively involved in
the development of a suitable database that is organized in a non-sequential manner and
also capable of quick and successful retrieval. Moreover, due to the increased number
of motion archives, the maintenance of the database organization is also drawing much
attention. As a result, the B-tree [17] database structure is adopted in our research as a
structured non-sequential motion database.

4.1. Construction of structured database. In order to develop a structured database,
the motions which are projected onto the eigenspaces are required to be indexed into a
numeric format for the flexibility of storage. The dimension of an eigenspace is taken as
an important cue in space partitioning. The eigenspace is uniformly divided into several
divisions. Each eigen-axis ek (k = 1, 2, · · ·, K) is partitioned into S (S > 1; integer)
divisions each having equal edge length of L. Each hypercube with edge length L along
each eigen-axis is referred to as a bin in a physical form, and an index in a numeric form.
In this paper, the edge length L of the hypercube is termed as bin length. Each motion
point, which we call bin or index, is assigned a digit from 0 to S-1 along each eigen-axis
[20]. Therefore, an index becomes a K-digit S-nary number. However, in the case of no
division of the space, in fact, no database system exists; it is rather sequential storage of
the motion data. Therefore, the structured form of the database is preferable to realize a
profound database system.

4.2. Directional organization of structured database. In the case of the motions
with several orientations, the motions can be grouped into several motions sets based on
orientation. The steps for constructing the directionally organized structured database
are as follows:

a. Capture the training motions having c (c > 1; integer) orientations by maintaining
motion synchronization.

b. Create motion sets Mi (i = 1, 2, . . ., c) based on the orientation.
c. Construct eigenspaces ESi corresponding to each motion set Mi using the scheme de-

scribed in Section 3.
d. Construct the structured B-tree sub-database BSBi corresponding to each eigenspace

ESi taking the division parameter S as described in Section 4.1.
e. Combine all the sub-databases to develop directionally organized database.
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4.3. Robustness of the directional organization. The B-tree structured database
maintains the ordered arrangement of data within the tree structure [16-18]. Each index,
as generated in Section 4.1, is also assigned a decimal value based on the radix of the index.
Depending upon the assigned value, the indexes are stored in an orderly way within the
database. The B-tree retrieval algorithm is then applied to retrieve the matched index,
or the most appropriate position if matching fails. However, the decimal value does not
efficiently represent the neighboring indexes of an index corresponding to its co-ordinate
values within original feature space. Moreover, till now there is no standard algorithm
for the indexing strategy to select the nearest neighboring point within the space when
the exact match of an index is not encountered. Our adopted approach is to calculate
the digit-wise Sum of Squared Difference (SSD) between the consecutively stored indexes
within the B-tree. However, it is not the exact measure, rather an approximation, to select
the nearest index within the space. The nearest index searching algorithm is described
below. In the algorithm, Keys(..) denote the pointer to the successor (or children) within
the tree structure.
Step-1. For query index y, y > xi and pi−1=NULL

- Calculate MinDist(MinDist(xi−1, y), MinDist(xi, y))
Step-2. For query index y, xi > y ≥ xi pi=NULL

- Calculate MinDist(MinDist(xi, y), MinDist(xi+1, y))
Step-3. For query index y, y < xi and pi−1 ̸= NULL

- Calculate MinDist(MinDist(xi−1, y), MinDist(xi, y)) as MD1

- Calculate MinDist
l=1,2,3,···

(x
p
(l)
i−1

, y) as MD2

- Calculate MinDist(MD1, MD2)
Step-4. For query index y, xi > y ≥ xi pi ̸= NULL

- Calculate MinDist(MinDist(xi+1, y), MinDist(xi, y)) as MD1

- Calculate MinDist
l=1,2,3,···

(x
p
(l)
i
, y) as MD2

- Calculate MinDist(MD1, MD2)
The conventional database organization is represented by high dimensional eigenspace,

whereas the directional organization is represented by comparatively low dimensional
space due to the splitting up the whole dataset into directionally independent datasets. It
is certain that with the increase in number of dimensions, the probability of miss-selection
proportionally increases. Thus, the conventional organization exhibits lower possibility
to select the exact nearest index than that of the directional organization based on the
aforementioned searching algorithm. Therefore, our proposed directional organization
theoretically and experimentally proves the robustness of the recognition system.

5. Recognition. The recognition strategy is quite simple, but effective. When an un-
known motion comes, it is first represented as a sequence of image frames and is processed
for generating motion representation. A MHI or XOR image is generated from the motion
frames, and projected onto each directional eigenspace. An index, representing motion
identity within the directional sub-database, is generated from the point corresponding
to the unknown motion after its projection onto each eigenspace. For each camera orien-
tation, the equal number of similar motions is obtained by searching the corresponding
B-Tree sub-database as mentioned in Section 4.3. Thus we get several candidate mo-
tions for an unknown motion. These candidate motions are projected onto the global
eigenspace as gmr(r = 1, 2, · · ·, D), where D is the number of camera orientations. The
unknown motion is also projected as gm within the global eigenspace. The most similar
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motion is obtained from the global eigenspace using Euclidian distance function in (6).

dm = min
r

∥gmr − gm∥ (6)

6. Experimental Results.

6.1. Experimental setup. The experiments are performed with different synthesized
human avatars performing ten different types of motions, namely bend (bending down),
carry (carrying a box), jump (hopping in a place), pjump (jumping with two hands up and
landing down), pickup (picking up something from the ground), sitdown (sitting down on a
chair), standup (standing up from a chair), stomachache (touching stomach with pain and
crouch), walk (walking motion), and wave2 (waving two hands up in the air). The capture
is varied by subject’s height and shape, speed of motion, and field of view. The scene is
assumed to be a backgroundless scene. Eight uncalibrated cameras are placed surrounding
the avatar at 45 degrees apart, having 0-, 45-, 90-, 135-, 180-, 225-, 270- and 315-degree
camera orientations. Figure 3 illustrates different motions, and the corresponding MHIs
and XOR images. The motion dataset consists of 800 motion data separated into eight
orientations. Among those, 560 motion data are considered as training set, and the rest as
testing set. Thus the directional sub-databases consist of 70 motion data each. Likewise,
the test set consists of 30 motions each (10 motions performed by 3 actors) for every
orientation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Motion representations from different viewpoints: (a) A single
motion frame, (b) Corresponding MHIs, (c) Corresponding XOR images

6.2. Bin length. According to Section 4.1, the bin is defined as the hypercube within
an eigenspace by portioning each eigen-axis. By transforming the extent of each axis to
units with S divisions along the axis, the length of each edge of a bin is defined as:

Bin Length(L) =
Extent of an eigen-axis

Total number of divisions along the axis
=

1

S

In the experiments, we shall compute the results by varying S and present the results in
both tabular and graphical forms.
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6.3. Analysis of experimental results. The modified structured motion database with
the directional organization is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
The experimental results are obtained by varying the division parameter that we call bin
length. The results are extensively compared with the methods proposed in [16,18] which
we refer to as existing methods/strategies.
Using MHI, in the case of no division, the recognition rates for proposed and existing

strategies are 97% and 96%, respectively. The average recognition rates for the bin lengths
1/2 to 1/10 employing proposed and existing strategies are 86% and 74%, respectively;
while the maximum recognition rate is achieved in our proposed approach for bin length
1/5 as 89%. So, we notice significant difference in recognition rates between the proposed
and other database organizations. Similarly, using XOR images, in the case of no division,
the recognition rate is 95% for the both cases. The average recognition rates for proposed
and existing strategies are 77% and 64%, while the maximum recognition rate is achieved
in our proposed approach for bin length 1/8 as 85%. Therefore, our proposed approach
claims significant improvement over others for both the representations. The above results
are tabulated in Table 1. From Table 1, it is noticeable that MHI outperforms XOR
representation by considerable amount in terms of recognition rate.

Table 1. Recognition rate (%) for proposed and existing organization

Bin Length
MHI XOR

Existing Proposed Existing Proposed
1 96 97 95 95
1/2 80 88 58 75
1/3 76 88 61 73
1/4 80 82 67 78
1/5 68 89 63 76
1/6 78 83 68 75
1/7 70 85 64 73
1/8 75 83 70 85
1/9 70 86 69 79
1/10 65 86 60 78

Average 74 86 64 77

Moreover, we have also investigated the time requirement for the proposed method
and existing methods. In the case of MHI with no division, the searching rates are
31.4 data/ms and 8.5 data/ms for proposed and existing organization, respectively. The
average searching rates using the structured motion database concept are 51.4 data/ms
and 37.8 data/ms, respectively. Therefore, using MHI the proposed approach is very
much faster than the earlier approach. Similarly, using XOR images, in the case of no
division, the searching rates are 8 data/ms and 1.8 data/ms for proposed and existing
organization, respectively. The average searching rates using structured database concept
are 39 data/ms and 41 data/ms, respectively. In the case of XOR, time requirement does
not vary due to the high dimensionality of the feature space, while the proposed approach
is three to four times faster than the sequential search. Table 2 illustrates the searching
time and searching rates for both the aforesaid cases.
We notice that for every motion the average recognition rate for the proposed approach

is considerably higher than the existing approach. Moreover, the comparative perfor-
mances w.r.t. recognition rate and searching rate are also shown graphically in Figure 4.
Figure 4(a) illustrates the supremacy of our proposed approach in terms of recognition
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Table 2. Time consideration for proposed and existing organization

Bin
MHI XOR

Length
Existing Proposed Existing Proposed

Searching Searching Searching Searching Searching Searching Searching Searching
Time(ms)Rate(data/ms) Time(ms)Rate(data/ms) Time(ms)Rate(data/ms) Time(ms)Rate(data/ms)

1 66.17 8.5 17.83 31.4 308.55 1.8 70.16 8

1/2 13.72 40.8 8.9 62.9 12.81 43.7 14.625 38.3

1/3 14.6 38.4 9.54 58.7 14.66 38.2 13.825 40.5

1/4 13.89 40.3 9.55 58.6 13 43.1 13.9 40.3

1/5 15.15 37 10.07 55.6 11.69 47.9 13.95 40.1

1/6 15.96 35.1 11.55 48.5 16.4 34.1 15.28 36.6

1/7 14.68 38.1 11.57 48.4 14.15 39.6 15.18 36.9

1/8 15.51 36.1 13.36 41.9 15.02 37.3 13.72 40.8

1/9 16.5 33.9 12.64 44.3 12 46.7 14.175 39.5

1/10 13.97 40.1 12.73 44 14.5 38.6 14.82 37.8

Average 14.9 37.8 11.1 51.4 13.8 41 14.4 39

rates (%) for MHI and XOR images. From these figures, we can figure out the most
acceptable case in terms of recognition rate and searching time. According to this, it is
found that the performance of the system adopted in [16,18] can be largely improved by
using MHI with the proposed organization. Figure 5 illustrates the motion-wise perfor-
mance improvement for the proposed approach. The experiments were conducted on a
2.93 GHz Processor 4GB RAM-computer.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Comparative performance for proposed versus existing methods
using MHI and XOR images; (a) Recognition rates, (b) Searching rates

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Motion-wise performance improvement; (a) MHI, (b) XOR images
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7. Discussion. The experimental results signify the importance of the directional organi-
zation of the motion data in the case of various types of motions with several orientations.
Due to the registration of directionally similar, but originally different, motions, confu-
sion arises. Our proposed directional approach is an adaption of the problem of similarity
searching. It is experimentally shown that the recognition rate for the conventional ap-
proach proposed in [16,18] performs poorly when the types of motions and the number of
orientations increase. Although, we notice that XOR-based recognition takes slight longer
searching time than that of MHI, it is surely acceptable for the recognition compared to
prior researches. Therefore, we can claim that both MHI and XOR, without taking into
account of local motion dynamics, show satisfactory performance for our proposed sys-
tem. However, from Figure 6, we get some idea about the proper bin length for the
system using either MHI or XOR image. The bin length is to be selected in such a way to
optimize the system’s performance in terms of recognition rate and searching time. For
our experimental dataset, we can choose the length of 1/5 for MHI- and 1/8 (as shown
in blue circle in Figure 6) for XOR image-based system according to recognition rate by
compromising with time requirement.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Possible selection of bin length; (a) MHI, (b) XOR images

In the performed experiments, the motions were formed by varying speed, and varying
shape of the performing subjects. In spite of these variabilities, our proposed motion
database with directional organization shows satisfactory performance on their recogni-
tion. In Section 4.3, the robustness of this approach is analyzed and the reasons behind
the superiority of the method over non-directional organization are also represented by
logical inference. The occurrence of the motions, i.e., how the motion is moving, is an-
other cause of poor recognition. The experimental motions, however, are not so much
complex, rather simple and have almost no overwriting problems. For the overwriting
cases, the Directional MHI representation [23] has much potential to uniquely represent
each motion. This form of motion template may also be incorporated in our proposed
system.

8. Conclusions and Future Work. We proposed a novel approach for human motion
recognition by developing an efficient motion database that is organized based on cam-
era orientation. The directional data organization strategy is adopted here to organize
and manage the motion database. Experiments were performed in which the motions
are performed by synthesized actors; those exclude the noise factor where the noise or
background may highly affect the system’s performance. The effectiveness of the pro-
posed organization was proved by analyzing the experimental results. We found that
directional organization with MHI gained about 90% recognition rate in comparison with
other recognition approaches. This proves the excellence of the proposed approach.
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Although we have achieved satisfactory performance with our proposed strategy, the
accuracy of the system is still about 90% which is subjected to be improved to the results
of the blind search approach. This deficiency of the results is likely to be overcome by
modifying the Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm to accurately search the most similar
motions corresponding to the unknown motions. The approach recently proposed in [24]
might be employed for the problem resolution. Moreover, the real-life indoor and outdoor
motions should be used for the practical application of the system. Separate mechanism
for background subtraction and foreground segmentation might be employed for real-life
motion recognition cases. Moreover, the investigation is vitally required to automatically
select the division parameter that corresponds to the best performance. Motion dataset-
based analysis may lead to the appropriate selection of the parameter.

Above all, except some possible modifications, our system works well with various kinds
of motions with different camera orientations. The proposed approach is certainly a one-
step further in developing intelligent robots to instantly recognize different human motions
in real world environment. The applicability of the system might be increased by further
enhancements.
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in-aid for Scientific Research (C).
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